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Brainstorm COST FP1104 Lisbon meeting 11-4-2013

Send results to heikki.tyni@uta.fi, subject line “COST Lisbon”

Send feedback to annakaisa.kultima@uta.fi

Table Ideas
Jane, Claire, Ales, Sanne

Exercise 1

1. Compare – curiosity – symbol no. 006
Scan to compare things for example products, everybody is curious about what it is that
people find. Used to compare animals/different species in zoo.

2. Pick – courage – symbol no. 019
You pick, scratch patiently n item, sometimes you need courage to do it. How much time do
you have (left) to accomplish it?

3. Collect – disgust – symbol no. 023 z
You collect your idea to see what is the best for a job, which the device will sort depend on
whether you like them, takes out the disgusting one and they are thrown away
automatically.

4. Pair up – shame – symbol no. 005
Application game with digital cues to identify and you have to pair them; if they don’t quite
link together it is not a big problem as some can have common things even if they look
different.

5. Be quiet – greed – symbol no. 009
Game application rules are that you mustn’t say a word, but if you cannot say the word
something or someone will make you say. You can feed the greedy person using different
resource so you can find a solution giving them other things.

Exercise 2

1. Jump – application that creates content based on location and/or movement – charity
Toy/thing based on jumping spiders. It only jumps if you’re going into the correct direction.
Every time it jumps you raise money for charity.

2. Drag – application that analyses photograph – excitement
Based on dragging a tablet around a route shown on a photograph. You get excited the
faster you do it.

3. Turn – 3D printed – hysteria
Mobile app should be turned off to feel better, but if it is turned into something 3D printed it
will be used more often. OR print in 3D the last thing you’ve said/done as a reward/trophies
for turning off your mobile phone. Printer linked to phone. You want to do this the moment
you’ve reached total hysteria with your phone.

4. Swing – born digital: creation brought to life from digital to material – stress
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Battery charged on the principle of swinging (as in child’s playground). The swing movement
charges. Dedicated to children, help them conceptualise toys and have them made. Swinging
forms ideas and make it come true. Helps reduce and manage stress teaching the children.

5. Pop – using features of smart phone – doubt
The sound made with the successful creation of a game/app. The more features you use on
a smartphone the bigger the ‘pop’ sound (popping as in mouth popping).

Exercise 3

1. Listen – more natural human-computer interaction via voice recognition – physical objects
come to life via digital enhancement
It’s like an audiotape and it listens when you speak and it uses a direct way to interact
between human and computer/machines/products. If it’s a game you control the game by
your voice, it pictures you voice. Or flowers in your home feel the same as you, so if you’re
singing they will bloom, and if you’re sad they are sad as well. So next to voice recognition it
should recognise your mood.

2. Symbol no. 002 – something that values traditions – magical and functional dimensions
Digital yin/yang. It help people expressing their values and traditions in real and digital world
(to have them embodied). To tell and magnify old family history. For example digital story
telling into reality and mix them.

3. Symbol no. 029 – parents’ concerns about children accessing porn and adult sites on smart
phones – created in digital
Fuzziness/unstable state. Margin for error and uncertainty in the application. The product
will recognise websites as being unsuitable and it overcomes the fuzziness between what is
porn and what is not (to recognise sites that are pretending to be normal and safe, but are
not). Application must be 100% effective and trustworthy.

4. Symbol no. 024 – something that is tasty – flexible, used with different devics like printed,
physical, digital, adapt to anything
Something that possesses great flexibility, randomness, unpredictability, something that is
tasty. Or can make anything else tasty, even bad food when you spray it with this.

5. Symbol no. 015 – something that is functional – moving physical objects changes the
situation in digital
Something that looks functional but is not, and you mke it in binary to make it become
digital and functional.

6. Symbol no. 001  – using paper and board as a main material – pleasurable to touch
Wherever you see this augmented symbol, it will point you the way, but in can appear
everywhere (street, books…) and can also be drawn on paper as aid for user. However, the
only moment it is actually a wayfinder, is when it is embossed on paper. Otherwise it is
merely decoration.

Exercise 4

Final idea: Paper Museum Companion

A booklet to tease, to inform, to guide, to play before, during and after museum visits. It is
embossed paper that when you scratch through certain shapes it reveals images of artefacts that are
digitally interactive with home and museum tablets and mobiles.
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Table Ideas
Group members: David, Macu, Hubert & Jan

Exercise 1
1. Envy-print reader: The fingerprint reader that detects emotion or shows you what

other people in your network are doing
2. Charity updates: Packaging on goods shows you a video of how the charity donation

used to buy them was used
3. Trolley-Pot: Meal recommendations are displayed on a supermarket trolley based on

what items you throw in the trolley

Exercise 2
1. Crystal clear: Camera sensor on a pair of snorkelling goggles triggers information

overlay to be displayed inside. This could be in visual or auditory form and provide
fish identification and ecological information. In other variations the same
technology could be built into an augmented reality tray you lower into the water, or
a glass-bottomed boat.

2. Longing jump: Sensors on your shoes or clothes provide feedback on your long jump
performance. Helps you to achieve your aspirational distance.

Exercise 3
1. Simulated environments: Forestry application of AR showing future growth patterns

of a forest.
2. Magic-mushroom goggles: Apply audiovisual-distortion filters to the perception of a

scene based on safe/placebo foodstuffs
3. Universal internet account: Passport ticket to multiple e-services, with optical and

biometric ID on different sides.
4. Physical-social network viewer: Identifies other people in your social network who

are nearby

Exercise 4.  Basket labelling app
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Table Ideas

1) Dark Cloud of Shameful Connections

2) Augmented Reality Gravestone for looking/staring at the despair of the world

3) Digital I-Ching?

4) Hybrid service of luring people to city centres, with printed instructions + guilt! Social media
"Cluedo" for hybrid media.

5) Design solution for sound-based services via crowdsourcing + doubt! measuring doubt & trust to
an design idea? OR: Improving music recognition service through crowdsourcing

6) Classroom device of furry animal / flower that comes better when you are quiet & focused (hope).
OR: using these toys to encourage children?

7) Collectible cardboard cards that embody functionality and can be combined for creating new
functionalities?

8) Augmented reality treasure hunt based on internet-connected beer mugs or beer mats.

9 ) [Chosen for presentation] Packaging contains RFID tags that are part of a lottery where people
can participate by collecting trash and cleaning the environment. Money for the lottery would be a
portion of the recycled materials' value (when used as new raw materials).

10 ) Packaging is standardized so that several small ones always fit inside the larger ones...

11) Ball that has several layers and that e.g. starts to emit light when you turn it, or play with it. OR:
Colour-changing ball that contains particles of differerent density and colour (you spin it: it turns into
another colour... and then back.)

12) Worms are chancing colour and are compared to see what is the quality of earth?

13) Printing RFID antennas in the shapes of crown that can be used for thought-communication?
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Table Ideas

Exercise 1

1. Find - Hysteria - Camel
Location-based service for hysteric woman to find and store information about the
actual partner for a long time

2. Jump – Fear - Zebra
Intelligent creative developing service, where you can jump between new solutions and
you get shown more options (also the worse ones)

3. Fluffy - Helplessness
A fluffy toy as an offer for older or younger people to monitor e.g. vital signs (to send it
to the doctor)

Exercise 2

4. Fast - Application that analyze a photograph – Envy
Tool for manager to "motivate" the employees to work faster with the help of an
application that analyzes photographs which shows the employees during the work

5. Compare - Expanding digital into material - Greed
Tool for helping comparison of 3D-printers to check which technology of which printer is
better to earn money

Exercise 3

6. Combine - Using different media simultaneously - Born digital: your creation is brought to life
from digital to material

"Memorial Box - Heavens Cloud" of somebody who dies: collect data (in a physically
cloud) from the private life of a person which combines analog and digital data (e.g. love
letters or favorite songs, profile data, e.g.) as a memorial for the relatives

7. Worm - Enhancing social media - Indirect translation: digital experience gets different form in
material realms

-
8. Prince - Produce the best results - Physical objects come alive via digital enhancements

Romantic offer to create the man of your dreams as an avatar which become reality

Table 10 Ideas

1. Application to lure material to stick to manipulate object or environment which will doubt
that they will stick together.

2. Swinging device created in digital to bring out guilt.
3. Device to help to find a needle in a haystack which is customized digitally for not feeling

despair.
4. Library on a serial box- magical thinking dimension.
5. Sponge cake from organic semi-conductors which analyzes photographies.
6. Puzzle application micro fluids acute movement location.
7. Nanowires biological sensors in paper which enrich material.
8. Device inserted into body 3D printed which comes alive.
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9. Device for babies sleepy and tranquiled printed with 3D printer.
10. Curved communicative packages using AR markers.
11. Stairway to exodus improving functionality of technologies translation into digital from

material.
12. Application for people thoughts with batteries which carry information.
13. Sensor for humidity with AR option in packaging for manipulating physical objects in

environment.
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